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Abstract
This study investigates how German listeners perceive changes
in the emotional expression of German and American English
human voices and Amazon Alexa text-to-speech (TTS) voices,
respectively. Participants rated sentences containing emotion-
ally neutral lexico-semantic information that were resynthe-
sized to vary in prosodic emotional expressiveness. Starting
from an emotionally neutral production, three levels of increas-
ing ‘happiness’ were created. Results show that ‘happiness’
manipulations lead to higher ratings of emotional valence (i.e.,
more positive) and arousal (i.e., more excited) for German and
English voices, with stronger effects for the German voices. In
particular, changes in valence were perceived more prominently
in German TTS compared to English TTS. Additionally, both
TTS voices were rated lower than the respective human voices
on scales that reflect anthropomorphism (e.g., human-likeness).
We discuss these findings in the context of cross-linguistic emo-
tion accounts.
Index Terms: emotion perception, cross-linguistic, human-
computer interaction, voice assistant, German, English

1. Introduction
Millions of individuals now use spoken interaction with voice
technology (e.g., Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant, Apple Siri)
to complete daily tasks [1]. For some, these interactions can
be cross-linguistic and/or cross-cultural, such as native German
speakers interacting with an American English text-to-speech
(TTS) voice, e.g., while in the United States. To what extent
the same mechanisms of emotion perception operate in these
different types of interactions is an understudied question.

The present study tests whether utterances, manipulated
with identical phonetic adjustments to approximate increasing
‘happiness’, are perceived differently based on (1) whether the
talker is a real person or a TTS voice, and (2) whether the inter-
action is in one of the listener’s first languages (L1; here Ger-
man) or second languages (L2; here English).

1.1. Cross-cultural / Cross-linguistic Emotion Perception

In cross-cultural emotion research, it is common to define be-
longing to the same culture as speaking the same language and
having the same country of origin. Both the encoding of emo-
tion in speech and the decoding of emotion from speech depend
on the cultural background of the speaker/listener [2, 3]. Re-
garding the perception side, different theoretical accounts exist.
On the one hand, culture-specific accounts posit that listeners
are more sensitive to emotional distinctions in their native lan-
guage/culture [4, 5]. On the other hand, universal accounts pre-
dict that expressions of emotional prosody can be interpreted by

all listeners [6]. Results from prior work indicate that universal
and culture-specific effects occur jointly [7, 8].

For example, [7] had native English speakers assign an
emotion label (anger, joy, fear, sadness) to lexico-semantically
neutral sentences produced with a specific intended emotion by
native speakers of English, German, Chinese, Japanese, and
Tagalog in their respective language. Participants had mini-
mal to no knowledge of the latter four languages. Although
the tested languages belong to typologically unrelated families
and/or are affected by different cultural contexts, native English
speakers recognized the emotions above chance level in all lan-
guages. Furthermore, the accuracy was highest for classifying
emotions in English, suggesting an in-group advantage for the
native English listeners.

Work by [9] took a more gradient approach to emotion clas-
sification by having participants rate on a 6-point scale whether
lexico-semantically neutral sentences conveyed particular emo-
tions. Native Hebrew and native German speakers were able to
correctly identify which emotional categories (anger, joy, fear,
sadness) were conveyed in their own and the other language.
Participants had no knowledge of the respective other language,
i.e., they relied only on the emotional prosody.

In [10], emotional expression was assessed with a fully gra-
dient approach. Native German and American English speakers
rated American English stimuli on a 100-point sliding scale, as-
sessing valence (positive vs. negative) and arousal (calm vs. ex-
cited) – without referring to a particular emotion category. The
stimuli, produced by a human and a TTS voice, were manip-
ulated to convey subtly increasing levels of ‘happiness’, which
was reflected in overall increasing ratings of valence and arousal
by both listener groups. While all participants were either L1 or
L2 speakers of English, the fact that the stimuli were lexico-
semantically neutral sentences implies that the ratings were
solely based on non-verbal properties.

Taken together, these studies demonstrate that culture-
specific differences in the perception of emotional prosody are
captured by both coarse classification and gradient assessment
approaches. The cross-linguistic aspect is usually a by-product
of the cross-cultural comparison and cannot be easily distin-
guished from the latter.

1.2. Linguistic Background and Emotion

A large body of work has shown that bi- and multilingual
individuals experience emotions differently across languages
[11, 12]. In [13], for example, Spanish-English bilinguals rated
written words in terms of their emotionality on a 7-point scale
from unemotional to emotional. While they did not observe
differences in the rating itself, participants tended to remember
more emotional words in their L1 compared to their L2 in a
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post-rating word recall task. Similarly, [14] found that Turkish-
English bilinguals showed greater skin conductance in response
to heard/read taboo words in Turkish (their L1) than for taboo
words in English (learned after age 12). Based on these asym-
metries, some have proposed that a speaker’s L2 might entail a
greater emotional distance compared to an L1 [15]. While these
studies mainly examined lexico-semantically conveyed emo-
tion, the same may be the case when emotion is conveyed via
prosody only. In the present study, this could result in greater
sensitivity to the emotional expressiveness in the L1 stimuli.

1.3. Emotion in Human-Computer Interaction

Voice technology systems are increasingly imbued with human-
like qualities, including emotional expressiveness, to become
more engaging conversational partners for human users [16, 17,
18]. Some work has shown that people respond similarly to ex-
aggerated displays of emotional expressiveness in human and
TTS voices. For example, speakers mirror emotionally expres-
sive prosody produced by a conversational partner, be it a TTS
or human voice [19]. More subtle changes in emotionality have
also been found to be perceived in these different talker types.
The gradient evaluation of increasing ‘happiness’ in [10] (see
above) revealed that listeners perceived changes in arousal in
both human and TTS voices, while changes in perceived va-
lence were found for the human talker only.

Prior work has also shown that there is cross-cultural vari-
ation in the degree of acceptance of non-human interlocutors
displaying emotion. For example, [20] used the Negative Atti-
tudes towards Robots Scale [21] with participants from various
countries and found that American respondents had the most
positive attitude towards robots showing emotions, while Ger-
man and Dutch participants held more negative attitudes.

1.4. Present Study

The present study consists of a novel experiment, conducted
fully in German by L1 German listeners, as well as a compar-
ison with data from [10], in which German-English bilingual
listeners assessed American English utterances (their L2). The
stimuli in both experiments were manipulated using the DAVID
Emotional Resynthesis platform [22] to convey three levels of
subtly increasing ‘happiness’. While [10] took a cross-cultural
approach, comparing the data of the German listeners to those
of American listeners rating the same American English utter-
ances, the present study takes a cross-linguistic approach.

On the production side, the cross-linguistic aspect is iso-
lated to the extent possible from the speaker’s cultural back-
ground in this study, since both the German and English emo-
tionally manipulated stimuli were produced in the same way.
On the perception side, all listeners are native speakers of Ger-
man, hence share the same cultural background.

We expect listeners to perceive the increase in ‘happiness’
in both the human and the TTS voices as has been the case in
[10] – reflected at least in the arousal dimension. It remains to
be seen whether the lack of an effect in the valence dimension
for the TTS voice in [10] was due to its non-human nature – and
will be the same for the German TTS voice – or whether it was
rather due to the specific TTS voice used, namely the default
American English Alexa voice.

If the in-group advantage discussed above is mainly due to
the culture-specific emotional expressiveness on the production
side, we may observe a comparatively smaller or even no differ-
ence between the L1 and L2 stimuli in the present study, since
they were produced using the same parameters in DAVID. How-

ever, it is also possible that increased sensitivity to emotional
nuances in the L1 still influences the listeners in the present
case and leads to stronger effects for the German stimuli.

2. Material and Methods
2.1. Participants

In total, 89 native German speakers completed the study (46 fe-
male, 43 male; mean age 20.6 ±1.2 years, range 18 to 22 years).
The participants were recruited through Prolific Academic and
reported having moderate prior experience using voice assis-
tants (VAs). While 81 % reported having used such technol-
ogy before, 44 % of these only infrequently (i.e., “seldom” or
“once a month”). This is similar to the distribution in the ref-
erence group of native German speakers from [10] (n=111; 71
female, 35 male, 5 other; mean age 21.3 ±3.4 years, range 18
to 33 years), where 79 % have previously used a VA, 39 % of
them only infrequently. Roughly equal amounts of participants
in both groups have used either Amazon Alexa and other VAs
(52.5 %), only Alexa (3.5 %), or only other VAs (44 %).

After the experiment, participants rated their attitude to-
wards Alexa and VAs in general on 5-point scales (1 very neg-
ative to 5 very positive). Results demonstrate that they have a
slightly more negative attitude towards Alexa (mean=2.96 ±1)
than towards VAs in general (mean=3.24 ±1).1 Attitudinal data
was not available in [10].

2.2. German Stimuli

We selected 15 emotionally neutral sentences from the literature
[23, 24, 25] that were either German or translated to German –
for example, “Ich sehe einen Teppich auf dem Boden.” (I see a
carpet on the floor.)2

The sentences were recorded by a female German native
speaker (aged 33 years) and produced by the default German
female Amazon Alexa TTS voice. Both speakers produced the
sentences with neutral prosody (i.e., without explicitly express-
ing a particular emotion). The sentences were then manipulated
with the DAVID emotional resynthesis platform [22]. We used
the default parameters for increasing ‘happiness’: an upwards
pitch shift of 30 cents, inflection, i.e., rapid changes in pitch
over periods of 500 ms, and high-shelf filtering with a cut-off
frequency of 8 kHz and 3 dB gain per octave. We applied these
parameters at the 0 %, 33 %, and 66 % levels. This resulted in
a total of 90 stimuli (15 sentences × 3 happiness levels × 2
speakers).3 The English stimuli in [10] were prepared using the
same parameters.

2.3. Procedure

The study was approved by the Human Research Ethics Com-
mittee at University College Dublin. It was conducted online via
Qualtrics and took ca. 20 min. First, participants rated one emo-
tionally neutral sentence each of the human and the TTS voice
in terms of human-likeness, naturalness, comfort, and warmth
(referred to as social ratings in the following). These stimuli

1See Appendix Text A for qualitative data on participants’ attitude
towards voice assistants:
https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/FPV3K

2We validated the sentences with a state-of-the-art BERT-based sen-
timent analysis model trained for contemporary German [26], which
confirmed that they are overwhelmingly neutral.

3See Appendix Figure A (link above) for pitch contours and long-
term average spectra of an example manipulation with DAVID that
demonstrate the subtlety of the applied changes.
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Figure 1: Mean valence and arousal (scales: −50 to 50) for the
three happiness levels as perceived by German listeners in the
German and English human voices ( ) and Alexa voices ( ),
respectively. The standard error is indicated.

were not used in the subsequent experimental trials and were not
manipulated with regard to ‘happiness’. The rating was carried
out on a sliding scale from 0 to 100 (machine-like to human-like,
artificial to natural, eerie to comforting, cold to warm) with the
slider position starting at a neutral position of 50 for each rating.
The four dimensions were used to assess participants’ attitudes
toward the voices they heard (adapted from [27]).

Then, participants proceeded to the experimental trials,
where they heard all 90 stimuli (presented randomly within
blocks grouped by voice; order of blocks counterbalanced be-
tween participants) and rated the valence (i.e., how negative to
positive the speaker sounds), and the arousal (i.e., how calm to
excited the speaker sounds). Again, the rating was carried out
on a sliding scale from 0 to 100 with the slider position starting
at 50. With each trial, participants saw a silhouette of either a
human or an Amazon Echo, matching the voice type, to ensure
that the talker category was clear to them.

3. Analysis and Results
All social ratings (i.e. human-like, natural, comfortable, warm)
and emotion perception ratings (i.e. valence, arousal) on the
scale from 0 to 100 were centered around zero. Thus, values
below 0 indicate a more machine-like, artificial, eerie, or cold
social rating, a level of positive valence, or a level of excitement
in the case of arousal. Values above 0, in contrast, indicate a
more human-like, natural, comforting, or warm social rating, a
level of negative valence, or a level of calmness for arousal.

3.1. Emotion Perception Ratings

Figure 1 shows the mean (centered) ratings of valence and
arousal for the German and English human voices and Alexa
voices, respectively. The ratings were modelled in separate lin-
ear mixed-effects models for valence and arousal using the lme4
package [28] in R [29]. The fixed effects included STIMULUS
LANGUAGE (English, German), HAPPINESS LEVEL (0 %, 33 %,
66 %), VOICE TYPE (Human, Alexa), and all possible inter-
actions. Random effects included random intercepts for SEN-
TENCE and LISTENER and by-listener random slopes for VOICE
TYPE. Due to convergence issues, by-listener random slopes
for HAPPINESS LEVEL could not be included. STIMULUS LAN-
GUAGE and VOICE TYPE were sum coded, while HAPPINESS

Table 1: Perceived valence and arousal – parameter estimates
(coefficients with standard error, t-statistic, and p-value) for
the factors STIMULUS LANGUAGE (English −1, German (G)
1) HAPPINESS LEVEL (base level 0 % vs. 33 %, 66 %), VOICE
TYPE (Human −1, Alexa 1), and their interactions (*).

Valence Coef. SE t p

(Intercept) 6.00 0.92 6.53 <0.001∗∗∗

StimulusG −2.81 0.92 −3.06 0.002∗∗

Happiness33 2.08 0.23 9.09 <0.001∗∗∗

Happiness66 3.41 0.23 14.87 <0.001∗∗∗

VoiceAlexa −0.71 0.42 −1.67 0.096
SG*H33 1.17 0.23 5.11 <0.001∗∗∗

SG*H66 2.20 0.23 9.59 <0.001∗∗∗

SG*VAlexa −1.15 0.42 −2.71 0.007∗∗

H33*VAlexa 0.02 0.23 0.07 0.941
H33*VAlexa 0.48 0.23 2.08 0.038∗

SG*H33*VAlexa 1.16 0.23 5.06 <0.001∗∗∗

SG*H66*VAlexa 1.36 0.23 5.93 <0.001∗∗∗

Arousal Coef. SE t p

(Intercept) −19.11 1.12 −17.01 <0.001∗∗∗

StimulusG −1.15 1.12 1.02 0.305
Happiness33 1.85 0.27 6.91 <0.001∗∗∗

Happiness66 4.76 0.27 17.83 <0.001∗∗∗

VoiceAlexa −2.17 0.42 −5.15 <0.001∗∗∗

SG*H33 0.33 0.27 −1.25 0.210
SG*H66 2.19 0.27 −8.18 <0.001∗∗∗

SG*VA 0.19 0.42 −0.44 0.658
H33*VAlexa 0.60 0.27 2.26 0.024∗

H66*VAlexa 0.85 0.27 3.19 0.001∗∗

SG*H33*VAlexa 0.14 0.27 −0.51 0.608
SG*H66*VAlexa 0.22 0.27 −0.81 0.415

***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05

LEVEL was treatment coded (relative to 0 %). The model out-
puts are provided in Table 1.

The valence model indicates that German listeners give
higher ratings to the English stimuli than to the German stimuli
overall. The increased happiness levels (33 %, 66 %) generally
receive higher valence ratings than the base level (0 %), with the
increase being more pronounced for the German stimuli, espe-
cially the German Alexa voice.

The arousal model shows no difference between ratings of
the German and English stimuli overall, but reveals that Alexa’s
voices generally receive lower arousal values. The increased
happiness levels (33 %, 66 %) receive higher arousal ratings
than the base level (0 %). The increase in perceived arousal is
more pronounced for the Alexa voices and, regarding the third
manipulation level (66 %), perceived more strongly in the Ger-
man stimuli for both the human and the Alexa voice.

3.2. Social Ratings

Figure 2 shows the (centered) social ratings. In all four di-
mensions, the German and English Alexa voices received lower
scores than the respective human voices, as assessed with un-
paired two-sample t-tests (α = 0.05; p-values corrected for
multiple comparisons; all p < 0.001).

The ratings of the German vs. English version of a voice
differed significantly only in the case of the human-likeness of
the human voices, where the German voice was rated somewhat
more machine-like (t(168.1) = −3.45, p < 0.01).
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4. Discussion
This study investigated how German listeners perceive subtle,
gradient changes in the emotional expressiveness of German
and English human and TTS voices produced by resynthesis.
The aim was to investigate whether perception depends on the
talker type or the language, i.e., the listeners’ L1/L2. We found
both shared and distinct patterns across talkers and languages.

Both non-human talkers (German and English) were rated
lower on scales that reflect anthropomorphism (i.e., human-
likeness, naturalness, comfort, warmth) and the ratings were
overall very similar between talkers of the same type – with the
exception that the German human voice was rated less human-
like than the English human voice. However, these differences
were not reflected in the subsequent emotion ratings. Note
that the identity of the system had not been explicitly stated
at this point in the experiment, i.e., participants would have
only known that it was an artificial voice if they had recog-
nized Alexa. Therefore, the differences in social ratings are only
based on what was heard. The talker type was then explicitly
stated during the emotional rating task so that the participants
knew whether they were hearing a human or a TTS voice when
rating valence and arousal dimensions. Consequently, partici-
pants’ attitudes towards VAs may have influenced these ratings.

For both their L1 and L2, listeners did perceive the changes
resulting from the increase of ‘happiness’ by 0 %, 33 %, and
66 %. This was reflected in an increase of ratings for how ex-
cited (arousal) and how positive (valence) the stimuli sounded
to them overall, consistent with universal accounts of emotion
perception [6]. At the same time, the observed effects were in
fact more pronounced for the German stimuli (i.e., their L1),
supporting culture-specific accounts, such as those that predict
greater sensitivity to emotion in one’s first language(s) than for
languages learned later in life [11, 15, 12].

Most strikingly, the third ‘happiness’ manipulation step
(i.e., 66 %) was perceived as significantly more excited in both
German voices (human and TTS) and the German Alexa voice
elicited a considerable increase in perceived positivity – in con-
trast to the American English Alexa voice for which valence did
not increase across manipulation levels.

The overall stronger effects for the L1 stimuli are somewhat
surprising, since identical manipulations were used to increase
‘happiness’ with the DAVID Emotional Resynthesis platform
for all stimuli included in this comparison. This should elim-
inate the cultural influence on emotion expression (i.e., on the
production side) in the stimuli. However, we still compared four
different voices (2 human and 2 TTS). Hence, emotion expres-
sion was not decoupled from the talker who provided a certain
‘neutral’ baseline for the manipulations in each case. It is possi-
ble that the ‘neutral’ baseline of American English Alexa differs
from that of German Alexa in such a way that the specific ma-
nipulations carried out with DAVID would be less perceptible in
the former. In other words, the same acoustic changes may con-
tribute to emotion perception differently depending on the base-
line they are applied to. We thus suggest that the lack of an ef-
fect on the valence dimension for the TTS voice in [10] was not
due to its non-human nature, but rather to the specific voice used
in the experiment, the default American English Alexa voice.

In contrast, the prominent increase in perceived arousal
from the second to the third manipulation step occurs similarly
for both German voices and is not observed for the two En-
glish voices. Since the underlying acoustic changes are again
the same in both cases, the language per se seems to play a
role here. Perhaps the language brings back the cultural as-

Human-like Natural Comforting Warm

G E G E G E G E

-20

0

20

40

Figure 2: Mean social ratings (scales: −50 to 50) as perceived
by German listeners in the German (G) and English (E) human
voices ( ) and Alexa voices ( ), respectively. The standard er-
ror is indicated.

pect through expectations that listeners have of German speak-
ers (from Germany) and English speakers (from the USA). If
this is the case, our results would suggest that the same acous-
tic changes indicate a greater change in arousal when produced
by German speakers compared to American English speakers.
Further research is needed to verify if this is indeed the case.

The present study has several limitations that can serve
as avenues for future research. First, the experiment used
a between-participants design. While our modeling accounts
for inter-listener differences, it is possible that we would
see larger differences in a within-participants design, such as
with German-English bilinguals providing ratings for both lan-
guages. Additionally, the present study uses languages partici-
pants are proficient in. Future studies can test languages that are
completely unfamiliar to listeners, which would require them to
rely solely on the acoustic-prosodic features of the stimuli.

Furthermore, participants may have different attitudes to-
wards specific voice assistants. For example, we found that
participants in the present study had a slightly more negative
attitude towards Alexa than towards other VAs. This may influ-
ence the assessment of emotional expressiveness, among other
aspects. Given the increasing popularity of speech technology
systems and the associated evolution of user opinion, it becomes
crucial to distinguish between findings about VAs in general and
specific systems in particular.

Finally, the present study is based on comparing four differ-
ent talker voices, each providing different ‘neutral’ baselines.
Future work holding the voice constant (e.g., using a bilingual
speaker or a multilingual TTS voice) can shed further light on
speaker-specific and language/culture-specific effects.

5. Conclusion
The present study contributes to our understanding of how hu-
mans perceive emotional expressiveness in non-human speak-
ers. We show that artificially produced emotionality may be
perceived differently in speakers of the same type (e.g., German
vs. English TTS), as well as similarly in speakers of different
categories (e.g., human vs. non-human).
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